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The inside cover page of this excellent book is the title page of the 1954-11-10 report by John
W. Backus et al. on the IBM Mathematical Formula Translation System, a.k.a. FORTRAN
(International Business Machines Cooperation 1954). The report itself is still a delight to read.
FORTRAN was intended to save about half the cost of program development, eliminating much
of coding and debugging, because it only required about 5–20% of the number of characters
needed by “direct coding” in IBM 704 assembly language.
It is truly remarkable that after half a century the language is still very much in use, although
we must emphasize that it went through many, many revisions. Backus would probably have
some difficulty recognizing modern Fortran, with its free format, derived types, dynamic ar-
rays, parallel processing, and object-oriented coding, as an update of the language he originally
designed. The Wikipedia (2012) article on Fortran gives a good overview of the development
of the language over time.
Much of scientific legacy code, especially in numerical mathematics and the natural sciences,
is still only available in FORTRAN, often only in FORTRAN 77. The standard distribution
of R contains quite a bit of FORTRAN 77 code. Newer versions of the language, such as
Fortran 90 and Fortran 95, are still used to develop modern statistical software (Lemmon and
Schafer 2005).
The book by Clerman and Spector is perhaps most useful for readers with some Fortran
experience. There are many code examples throughout the book. It concentrates on the
Fortran 2003 revision, but it discusses more modern extensions, such as the coarrays of For-
tran 2008. It is set up as a “best practices” book, which uses over 200 rules and guidelines to
write optimal Fortran code and documentation. These include both style and programming
guidelines, as well as various sets of useful conventions. These rules are used, however, to
give a good introduction to programming in general, and Fortran programming in particular.
In later chapters modern Fortran characteristics are used to introduce generic programming,
object orientation, parallel processing, and interoperability with the C language.
For a statistician who has to program in a compiled language, for instance to optimize the
speed of R functions, the question remains which language to choose. It is generally true
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that C and its offspring are more popular and more widely distributed. Compilers are more
readily available. Apple, for instance, has never included a Fortran compiler with its developer
software. There is also more documentation on C and C++, and generally the differences
between “old” and “new”C are much smaller and much more manageable than those between
“old”and“new”Fortran. But what the Clerman and Spector book clearly shows is that modern
Fortran is, in every respect, as powerful as anything the C family can offer.
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